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Background & Research Question
• Afghanistan remains a predominantly rural and tribal society 
with a long history of militias and warlords that have both 
stabilized and disrupted regions of the country. As recent as 
America’s involvement during the War on Terror, 
Afghanistan endured multiple militia-based security 
programs with varying levels of success. 
• The Taliban’s widespread insurgency, coupled with the 
remote and isolated nature of many Afghan communities, 
make it nearly impossible for the Afghan government to 
secure the population and achieve stability with the current 
state of its national forces. 
• For a security solution to achieve some level of effectiveness, it 
will have to consider the will of the people, the tolerance of 
the Afghan government, the interests of the United States, as 
well as the tribal nature of Afghan society. 
• Research Question: How should the United States facilitate 
and advise the Government of the Islamic Republic of 
Afghanistan regarding local Afghan security forces?
Local Security in Afghanistan
Results
• Analysis of the selected case studies revealed the following principles for employing local security elements in Afghanistan:
‒ Incorporate traditional governance structures into local security element employment. 
‒ Establish an enduring relationship between local security elements and the Afghan military to influence behavior, maintain 
accountability, and enhance effectiveness. 
‒ Utilize training programs to enhance local security element capabilities that focus on defensive operations with minimal 
disruption to community life. 
‒ Tailor the composition and function of local security elements to judiciously selected areas. 
‒ Employ local security elements part-time to mitigate social disruption. 
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Research Design
• Methodology: Established evaluation criteria to examine 
relevant case studies and identify critical lessons. 
• Case studies: 
‒ Afghan Local Police: Afghan local security program 
initiated by U.S. Special Operations Forces in 2010.
‒ Indian Territorial Army: Home defense force created 
by the British in India to augment security while troops 
were committed to World War I. 
‒ Peruvian Rondas Campesinas: Traditional local 
security elements that have provided protection and 
justice in rural Peru for centuries and were leveraged to 
defeat the Shining Path insurgency during the 1980s 
and 1990s.
‒ Afghan Arbakai: Informal local security elements 
serving at the behest of tribal governance, primarily 
found in the Pashtun regions of southeast Afghanistan.
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Local security element assessments by evaluation category
• Afghanistan’s culture, history, and precarious security situation all contribute to the need for effective local security elements 
that can protect their communities without challenging the survival of the central government.
• With Afghan security forces striving to become self-reliant and the United States maintaining a reduced presence in the 
country, local security elements employed in accordance with the principles of this thesis can contribute to stability while 
operating in a manner supportive of traditional Afghan culture. 
